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WEXIT GOES MAINSTREAM!
By: Rob Anderson
Former Airdrie MLA and Provincial Opposition House Leader (Alberta)
In what may well eventually turn out to be one of the most important events
in modern Canadian political history, well-respected former Conservative MP
Jay Hill, has been named at the Federal WEXIT party’s interim leader.
The majority of Central and Eastern Canadian politicians and voters are
likely oblivious to how this may well reshape the country - and possibly
reshape the country’s very borders for that matter. However, many of us in
the West, particularly in Alberta and Saskatchewan, know just how strong
Western separatist sentiment is growing here.
Put plainly, Canadian confederation, as currently constituted, does not work
for the West ... period. The policies of the Liberals, Bloc, NDP and Greens are
entirely destructive to our economic present and future, and are sentencing
tens of thousands of families to unemployment, poverty and hopelessness.
The diﬀerence in viewpoints between the West and the Rest of Canada as
it relates to the free market, energy, environmental stewardship, socialism, and
personal and social responsibility, are literally night and day. It’s the
equivalent of asking Bernie Sanders and Fidel Castro to find common
ground with Ronald Reagan and Ralph Klein. It’s not happening.
The West needs to present a clear set of conditions for our continued
involvement Canada - conditions like unfettered access to domestic and
global markets for sale of our resources; scrapping equalization;
representation by population in Parliament; and a devolution of powers and
revenues from our bloated and corrupt Federal Government in Ottawa to the
individual provinces - just to name a few.
If the rest of Canada agrees to these conditions and protects them by way of
constitutional amendments, then Canada may be worth saving and will
become an economic world power that will benefit Canadians from coast to
coast. If they will not agree to these conditions, a new autonomous nation of
Western Canada is the only logical choice and will result in one of the most

economically and socially prosperous countries on the planet.
Currently, polling shows about a third of Western Canadians favour
exploring separation. About a third are dead set opposed, and another third the swing vote - are willing to listen to both sides.
Which brings me to Premier Jason Kenney. Kenney is an avowed federalist
who believes that if you hold views like mine or Jay Hill’s on this issue, you are
unpatriotic. As he said in response to some in his caucus, including the
independent minded Drew Barnes, “you either love your country or you
don’t”.
Respectfully, that sort of weak kneed, blind, wrap-yourself-in-the-flag
response to Western alienation and those of us wanting to fix this entirely
dysfunctional nation at present, is ineﬀective leadership by Mr. Kenney
who I have a lot of respect for. It should be below someone of his intelligence.
I’m not sure if this is him politically posturing to one dayrun for Prime Minister
or a reflection of his lack of real life business negotiation experience, but one
thing is for sure, taking your province’s strongest leverage oﬀ the table is
not a recipe for getting anything meaningful accomplished on this issue.
Also problematic for the UCP and Kenney as it relates to their electoral
fortunes, are his attacks on the new WEXIT leader, Jay Hill, hypocritically
calling on him to give up his Federal pension for taking on the WEXIT
leadership (a pension, incidentally, that Mr. Kenney personally still collects).
Mr. Kenney is playing with electoral fire by attacking the Federal and
Provincial independence movements in such a partisan manner. He needs to
remember that the only real threat to his and his parties’ re-election in this
province comes from splitting the vote with a credible provincial
independence party, and ceding power to them - or more likely - splitting the
vote and handing power to the NDP. He needs to give his head a shake on
this one.
In an ideal world, Kenney would be the leader Alberta needs now to take
on Ottawa using a “I really don’t want the West to separate, but if we don’t do
these specific things as a nation, that’s where this is likely headed” approach.

By doing so and implementing all of the Fair Deal Report
recommendations along with provincial tax collection, he would minimize
vote splitting within the Alberta provincial electorate as those with views like
mine stick with the UCP for the time being, thereby reducing the risk of the
NDP winning the next election; and all the while strengthening our
province’s, and the West’s, bargaining position with our Ottawa overlords.
Meanwhile, Jay Hill’s Federal WEXIT party would ideally send a strong
number of new MPs (say 15 to start) to Parliament after the next election,
targeting Federal Conservative ridings with weaker representation on this
issue, while leaving strong Alberta First voices in their party such as Shannon
Stubbs and Michelle Rempel, to keep up the fight on the Federal Conservative
side of the aisle.
I have no fear of vote splitting Federally. It may cost the Conservatives a few
seats in Vancouver, Winnipeg and downtown Edmonton and Calgary, but the
vast majority of seats will either go Conservative or flip to WEXIT, thereby
increasing the West’s bargaining position with Canada in the same manner
as the Bloc Quebecois has forced the hand of Ottawa for years using the
same strategy.
My plea is simple. Don’t be blindly loyal to political organizations and
governments. They are not your friends. They serve only themselves. You
don’t owe them anything. Be loyal to your family, friends, and neighbours living
in your community and province that are having their lives ruined in various
ways by the horrendous and predatory attacks on the West by politicians
in Ottawa who are obsessed with maintaining power, addicted to plundering
the West, and in many cases, are extremists worshipping at the altar of the
new-age religions of “social wokeness” and “climate crisis”.
Do what’s right for those you love, not for those who, quite frankly, could
care less about you and your loved ones.
So bravo to Jay Hill for stepping forward and taking on the inevitable slings
and arrows of those wanting to paint him as traitorous and extreme. You
should be commended for coming out of a comfortable retirement to stand
up for the West against the tyrants set on our economic destruction. Jason
Kenney and his caucus members should take note of what true courage
and loyalty look like. It would look good on them if they did.
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To hear Rob's podcast on this: Click here
OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION
1. From a Reader: If western Canadian provinces decide they want to leave
confederation, why would they care what the Canadian constitution has to
say? The organization gets its act together, obtains international recognition
and announces it is gone. Then we sit down and negotiate separation from
Canada East as equals. A separate Canada West is only invisible to those who
lack vision or remain tied to a constitution that renders residents of western
provinces second class citizens. No one believes that Canada would have a
constitution that allows provinces to break away with ease. The constitution is
written to ensure perpetual control by Central Canada. Those who are content
with that will never be masters of their own destiny or other than servants of
Eastern superiors. Many westerners are fed up with the status quo and want a
change. Discussing the possibilities and issues involved is healthy and
reasonable. Alberta independence or nothing will leave you with nothing.
People will not support a movement until they are assured that governance
and legal issues have been carefully considered and will be similar to what
they are familiar with. With the present fiscal and medical uncertainty people
will not try an untested form of government.
2. From a Reader: I don't understand why everyone is treating the so called
'Clarity Act' like it is something written in stone that must be somehow
satisfied before a section of the country can declare independence. Just do it.
If the thirteen colonies had waited for permission from Britain to become
independent there would be no U.S.A. as we know it today. Quebec has stated
Canada isn't a real country, and as it is presently constituted they may have a
valid point. All provinces are not treated as equals in Canada. That alone
should be enough for the west to separate or anyone else who desires to do
so. This country as it stands is beyond redemption. The circus that is presently
taking place in Ottawa should tell us that. Quebec and its politicians have
always been the fly in the ointment and that will never change.
3. From a Reader: The Fair Deal Panel report was "junk mail"! Here's why.
Well over 50% of those who made representations to the Panels demanded
that the report's final recommendations include a referendum on Alberta
separation. In response Kenney's gutless Government stated; "we do not

separation. In response Kenney's gutless Government stated; "we do not
believe the threat of secession is a constructive negotiating strategy"! I have
only one thing to say to those cowards in Edmonton; "The threat of separation
is the only thing that the corrupt Eastern elite will respond to"! No more useless
rhetoric or meetings to discuss reactions to Alberta's past attempts at fair play
or resolutions to correct the inequities within confederation.
4. From a Reader: Drew Barnes, a Fair Deal Panel member, said it all. "If
Albertans cannot obtain significant changes within Canada, we must seek
another relationship as a sovereign people".
5. From a Reader: The scandal surrounding the WE Foundation is just another
example of the corrupt "tax trough feeding" Trudeau clan and in fact this
behaviour is part of the larger international Liberal/Democratic/Socialist
progressives plan to use climate warming coercion to implement the plan for
wealth re-distribution and the eventual destruction of free market democracy
around the world. This socialist WE Foundation is just another tool in the box
to teach Canada's children the benefits of socialism (Cum) Communism. With
Trudeau's avowed admiration for the Chinese Communist government we're
moving inexorably in that direction.
ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING
In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. HOW EQUALIZATION MATTERS TO ALBERTANS Click here
2. REJECT CAPITAL GAINS TAX ON HOME SALES Click here
3. LIBERALS TO HIKE PAY FOR 10,000 BUREAUCRATS EVEN AS
FEDERAL DEFICIT CONTINUES TO SWELL Click here
4. TRUDEAU DOESN'T SEEM TO KNOW 'BASIC' ETHICS RULES: EXPERT
Click here
5. REX MURPHY: CANADA'S TWO MOST POWERFUL MEN, BLINDED BY
THEIR ENTITLEMENT Click here
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!
Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.
Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!
Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com
Rick Shannon
Calgary, Alberta
Neil Bowker
Edmonton, Alberta
If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.
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